Inflow effects on functional MRI.
Blood inflow from the upstream has contribution or contamination to the blood oxygen level-dependent (BOLD) functional signal both in its magnitude and time courses. During neuronal activations, regional blood flow velocity increases which results in increased fMRI signals near the macrovasculatures. The inflow effects are dependent on RF pulse history, slice geometry, flow velocity, blood relaxation times and imaging parameters. In general, the effect is stronger with more T(1) weighting in the signal, e.g. by using a short repetition time and a large flip angle. This article reviews the basic principle of the inflow effects, its appearances in conventional GRE, fast spin-echo (FSE) and echo-planar imaging (EPI) acquisitions, methods for separating the inflow from the BOLD effect as well as the interplay between imaging parameters and other physiological factors with the inflow effects in fMRI. Based on theoretical derivation and human experiments, the inflow effects have been shown to contribute significantly in conventional GRE but negligible in FSE acquisitions. For gradient-echo EPI experiments, the blood inflow could modulate both amplitude and the temporal information of the fMRI signal, depending on the imaging parameters and settings.